INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES ROUND OUT TRAINING

Give Many Good Points In Relations Of Men To Men

By DUDLEY CLAPP

Student activities play an extremely important part in the undergraduate life of Technology than in any similar institution, due to the nature of the work. Situated as Tech is, the societies, organizations, and clubs are, therefore, only means students have for congregating and enjoying the "college life" which has been shown to be an essential feature of higher education.

The student manager for the Webster Co., a recent talk on fact-
farming, insurance, and commerce, two men particularly became, as he said, "we do tell a college man he's a 'chump' be he who," while other men do not take kindly to correction and have to be handled with gloves. While this may in a degree the result of a much wider and a wider, it is also quite largely the result of the training outside of the class room. A college student is often corrected and has to go out and acquire the confidence to correct others, so that he real-
izes that his training is often starting in a critical and experimenting and are benefited by it.

Thus, one of the objects of the training points taken, which men particularly of engineering and business schools, is that there is "wire-
work" in getting on. The papers have developed nearly the idea of the great push for the best, that is, the best and the finest, and, with the point in working order of the red thread, is little advantage to be gained from any such case as this.
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